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The headquarters of the Kansai Electric Power Company (KEPCO) is only
a short walk from the heart of downtown Osaka, but since it is flanked by
two rivers, it can feel like an island. It is already dark by six o’clock, and
people are beginningto queue up behindabarricade formed by traffic cones.
Standingin the unlit space in front of the building,amanholds amicrophone,
tapping his feet to the beat of a drum. He leans backward, shouting upward
toward employees who are working overtime in their offices many floors
up. Genpatsu/hantai! Genpatsu/z'ranai! (We oppose nukes! We don’t need
nukes!)The organizers (whorefer to themselves as“staff”) take turns in lead‑
ingthe five-beat syncopatedpolitical chants‐a call-and-response that has by
that point become familiar asa rhythmrepeatedat demonstrations across the
country. The lights are onin the upper levels of the building, but the activists
below are shrouded in shadows.
By the end of 2015, TwitNoNukesOsaka‐thus named for the organi‑

zation’s use of social media to call people to action‐will have ended its
biweeklyFridayprotest in front of KEPCO.At thismoment in January of the
same year, however, TwitNoNukesOsaka is still the largest antinuclear rally
on the block, boasting approximately two hundred regular protestors. Just
around the corner are two other smaller demonstrations. Alighting from the
bridge, the first rally that comes into View is one organized by a communist
labor associationandthat comprisesmostlymen in their sixties andseventies.
Theyhaveinstalledakotatsu‐a low,heatedtable coveredwith ablanket‐to
keep themselves warm during the winter. At the end of the block is acorner‑
side rally, which is slightly better attended and is a mix of around twenty
women and men ranging in age from their thirties to seventies. Colorful
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antinuclear banners decorate the sidewalk, and protestors are seen taking
turns at the microphone. This evening, two American passersby, a young
couple from New York, have been pressured to deliver speeches. Perhaps
asa placating gesture, they offer broad words of sympathy for Fukushima,
concerns about safety, and admiration for protestors. Hamki, ahalf-Japanese,
half-SoutheastAsian labor activist, interprets their remarks into Japanese.As
the comer-side rally comes to a close, Morimoto, a cheerful-looking woman
in her sixties, offers some closing remarks,whichare addressedto “all of you
at Kansai Electric Power Company.” Referringto the couple’s speeches, she
expresses to KEPCO that not just the Japanese but also Americans and other
people from around the world are worried about nuclear energy asa global
problem.
T and his fiiends are busy packing up megaphones, collecting donations,

and distributing flyers for upcoming events when Haruki takes me over to
meet him. I have been chattingwith Haruki about the spatial arrangement of
the three rallies on the block when he tells me about a friend who is appar‑
ently far wiser on the subject. This friend turns out to be T, an activist who
runs the Twitter account @antifa_osk. Both T and I are surprised aswe
recognize each other from a run-in a few months prior that took place after
anantiracism demonstration in Tsuruhashi, Osaka’s Koreatown. Sandwiched
withina longer conversationabout racismandhumanrights,T hadmentioned
being involvedin the antinuclearmovement buthaddownplayedhis role.He
is, in fact, one of the original founders of TwitNoNukesOsaka.
“We are the government,” T sayspointedly.The statement, bare anddeclar‑

ative, is acorrection. I haverecentlyheardpeople outside themovement criti‑
cize activists as“anti-governmen ,” citing the plethora of signs, pictures, and
chanting from demonstrations against PrimeMinister ShinzoAbe. Inverting
this criticism,T rejects the idea that socialmovement actors are “anti-govern‑
ment.” It is thepeople, rather than the state, who are the source of democratic
power and legitimacy.

A REAWAKENEDNAT ION

Activists frequently refer to having been awakened (mezamerareta) after
March 11,.2011 (fromhere onward referred to as“3/11”), when the country
suffered a devastating triple disaster of a 9.0-magnitude earthquake, a tsu‑
nami, and reactor meltdowns at the Fukushima nuclear power plant. On one
hand, narrating activists’ individual motivations for seeking out protesting
spaces, awakening is often understood as a collective experience‐rousing
an apathetic p0pulace into political consciousness. As an unending and
unresolved disaster, 3/11 ignited intense feelings of urgency among even
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“ordinary” Japanese people by dually exposing the myth of safe nuclear
energy and the state’s failure to protect its own citizens. The state, in this
context, includes the Abe administration and the Liberal Democratic Party
(LDP), aswell as other institutional entities viewed as similarly compro‑
misedand untrustworthy‐from the NationalPoliceAgency to the Japanese
Broadcasting Corporation '(NI-IK). The rebirth of social movements‑
exemplified in the drama of screamingmegaphones, thermal energy of thou‑
sands of bodies squeezedtogether at city parks andin city streets, andthrough
heartbeat-accelerating music of sound trucks‐has been referred to as the
“hydrangea revolution” (ajisaz' kalmmez') (Slater et al. 2012; Yang 2012). Yet
beyond demanding recognition from the state in the form of representation
andpolicy changes,post-3/11movements aspire toward anewnation‐a col‑
lective struggle born out of the trauma of disaster.
At regular rallies and large-scale demonstrations alike, in Osaka, Tokyo,

and elsewhere, activists refer to the nation through repeated words and
phrases in chants, onplacards, and over social media: nation(kuniandkoku‑
mz‘n), children (kodomo), life (inochz'), and the future (miraz'). Children, life,
and the future not only constitute how the nation reproduces itself but also
encapsulate the matters that are the most severely threatened by disasters
and state neglect. More than supplying an interpretative frame for producing
meaning and articulating political goals (Benford and Snow 2000; Ferree
andMerrill 2000), “nation” also underwrites how post-3/11movements are
formed affectively. Following sociologist James Jasper’s (1998) distinctions
between emotion and affect, a nationmight be understood asthe source of
many of the “underlying” affects that structure social relations both within
and between social movements in Japan. Affect permeates the spatial poli‑
tics of the protesting crowd, transforming assemblages of people gathered
together in fiont of the prime minister’s official residence (Shusho Kantez')
and the NationalDiet building (KokkaiGijido) into aphysical representation
of the newnation.As activists disentangle their nationfrom the shadowof the
state, affective structures of obligation and social belonging underwrite the
ways that activists negotiate dialogical emotions‐fiom love and solidarity
to resentment and rage.
Of course, “nationalist affects” within social movements are not unique to

Japan. Elsewhere in this book,Kwai‐CheungLo offers animportant theoreti‑
cal readingof the intermingh'ngof love,hate, and other feelings within Hong
Kong’s Umbrella Movement and other instances of collective action in Asia.
As Lo’s discussion shows, activists assert themselves (the “people”) as the
nationnot simply by hating the state, but through producing alternative sites
of andactivities for social engagement, rangingfrom occupation tents to pub‑
l ic artworks. Lo underscores how “[b]eing Hong Kong people becomes an
object of love,” yet what solidifies this love are the affects embeddedwithin
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quotidian social relations. Perhaps this is also akin to what Anne Allison
(2013: 8, 14) observes as the affective dimensions of social precarity in
Japan. Alongside the navigation of disaster and financial marginality,people
encounter precarity through ever-widening processes of social alienation‑
the degeneration into a “relationless society” (muenshakaz) where individu‑
als lack places of belonging (ibashoga nai).At the same time, this narrative
of social isolation asemergent vis-a-vis the nation’s past asa “super stable
society” (cho anrei shakai) (Allison 2013: 10)might also overlook the ways
in which social exclusions have beenhistorically embeddedwithin the struc‑
ture of Japanese society.
Further complicating this picture, activists’ attempts to “reawaken” the nation

arise not only asaresponse to growing social precaritybut also asarevisionof
theproblematicmodesof exclusionthat havehistorically imdermittenthemean‑
ings of national belonging.Namely, after 3/11, activists attempted to recapture
the politicalpower of the “nation” while reconstructingit asaninclusive space.
Disaster is eSpecially important, moreover, because it has historically troubled
the boundaries of who is included in or excluded from the nation, a point that
I will develop in the followingsection.Whereaspreviousdisastershadsolidified
amythof amonoethnic nation,the newnationafter 3/11seems to lookpast the
“old” criteria of ethnic and cultural similarity asthe basis for social belonging.
Instead, activists are explicit about what they see asthe new normal. “We

are already livingtogether” (Bokurawam6sude ni isshom‘ikiteiru) is aslogan
that activists ottenplace onrainbow-coloredplacards duringprotests, that they
slip into interviews, and that they insert in promotional materials for events.
The phrase originated in the 19903 in the context of HIVactivismandhasbeen
popularizedwithinpost‐3/11socialmovements by LGBT activists, particularly
artistAkira theHustler.Suchlanguageexplicitly challengesmanyof thenorma‑
tive, ostensibly false, assumptions that have underwritten the idea of anation.
Whereas previously Japanese-ness had been accepted as politically apathetic
(mukanshin) andbothsocially and racially homogenous, the reimaginednation
actively breaks away from these myths.Within this paradigm,what is seen as
the legitimate nation,made clear in the aftermath of disaster, is one that is not
entrapped in the violent exclusions of the past, but reimagined asmulticul‑
tural‐accepting of racial/ethnicminorities, sexualminorities, and foreigners.
Similarly, post‐3/11 social movements aim at transcending traditional

political categorizations, specifically turning away from the leftist move‑
ments that had historically dominated antinuclear, antidiscrimination, and
other progressive causes. At the same time that disaster provides a catalyst
for joining movements, the post-disaster nation functions as a social space
that is inclusive of a variety of political and social orientations‐including
self-avowed “rightists” as well as individuals typically oriented outside of
typical left versus right politics (Amamiya andBeck 2010; Shibuichi 2016).
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Not surprisingly,however,this nation-basedstrategy has come under critique
by Japan’s NewLeft,apolitical contingent that haddominatedstate-resisting
movements since the 19603 and 19705and that continues to reject the nation
asan illegitimate foundation for organizing for social rights.
On the opposite end of the spectrum, the disaster‐as well as activ‑

ists’ attempts to pitch the reawakened nation asmulticultural‐has posed
a significant threat to xenophobic, ultranationalist ideologies from groups
such as the Citizens’ Association to Oppose Special Rights for Residents
Koreans (Zainichitokken o YurusanaiShimin noKai, referred to fromhere as
Zaitokukai). While Zaitokukai has become infamous for staging abusive hate
speech demonstrations against Zainichi Koreans, the group has targeted a
wide range of victims, includingChinese, refugee seekers, hibakusha (survi‑
vors of the 1945 atomicbombingsof HiroshimaandNagasakiaswell asother
radiation disasters), andprotesters.Hate speechgroups suchasZaitokukai as
well as antidiscrimination organizations’ hate speech groups date back to
before 2011; however, the frequency of hate speech incidents seems to have
first risen sharply in the post-disaster period.According to a report that they
releasedin Marchof 2016, the Ministry of Justice counted 1,152hate speech
rallies betweenApril 2012 andSeptember 2015 (Homusho33). Likewise,the
main thrust of Japan’s nationwide anti-hate speechmovement erupted in the
post-disaster period. It was in 2013 whenprominent activists within the anti‑
nuclear community took to socialmedia to urgepeople to counterprotest hate
speech, leading to the formation of the Counter Racism Action Collective
(C.R.A.C.).At the end of 2014, Japan’s Supreme Court upheld a local ruling
holdingZaitokukai responsible for ¥12 million in damages aspunishment for
a series of incidents in 2009 and2010 duringwhich the organizationvisited a
Koreanelementary school in Kyoto and physically intimidated and verbally
abused students (Yamaguchi 2013; Kyodo 2014). More recently, in January
2016, the city of Osaka passed Japan’s first city-level ordinance against hate
speechandanationwidebanwas passedin May2016.Despitethese legaland
legislativevictories, however,hate speech activities continuebothin physical
spaces and online.
Outside of the antiracism movement per se, the intersections of hate

speech and activists’ broader efforts to resist the state are encapsulated in an
exchange on one Saturday afternoon in Osaka. Seven of ushavejust finished
a frigid 2 hours gathered outside of Osaka Stationprotestingthe construction
of newmilitary bases in Okinawa. Noa, anineteen-year-old college student
from Okinawa, is lamenting the food she has just eaten. “Mo‘ tabe chatan”
( “ I already ate the whole thing”) She hasjust learnedfi'om our companions,
two antinuclear activists, Takeru and Yumi, that our meal was likely tainted
with radiation.The rumor is that this restaurant, a cheap national chain, cuts
costs by sourcing its vegetables fromFukushima. Instantly,I comprehend the
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hiddensignificance of the orders that Takeru andYuki hadplacedat the start
of the meal‐-coffee, and nothing to eat. Yet while at once parsing through
rumors and alternative sources of information alike, the activists are also
muddling over Zaitokukai. I find myself confused. Why would anorganiza‑
tion fixated on weeding out foreigners also target antinuclear social move‑
ments?As Takeru explains howultranationalists see antinuclear protesters as
“anti-Japan,” Noa interrupts with a scofling noise. “How can they call that
[protesting] anti-Japanese?”
Drawing on this complex terrain, the remainder of this chapter explores

why disaster becomes the catalyst for reimagining the nation while draw‑
ing on ethnographic data to elaborate on how activists attempt to perform
this reimagining through affective negotiations. Focusing on antinuclear and
antiracismmovements, this chapter follows anewwave of post‐3/11activists
who are simultaneously attempting to recuperate the power of the nationand
rework the modalities of exclusion that are laid at the center of this political
imaginary in Japan.What does it mean, for instance,to definemembership in
the nationnot on the basis of racial/ethnic status but through the seemingly
communal eXperiences of disaster, living together, and political solidarity?
How is authentic Japanese‐ness remitten when the protester, committed to
advocating for the will and future of the nation, is heldup asamodel citizen?
In exploring the afi'ective transactions underlying these themes, I find that
reimaginingthe nationhasalso unearthedcomplex and contradictory imagin‑
ings of community and home, social obligations, and protections. While on
the one handbearing the joyful promise of new communities, such tensions
are also often experienced ambivalently, emotionally, and through the body.
While my larger project entails a 24-month ethnography of mobilization in
Tokyo andOsaka, this chapter curates aseriesof smallyet revealingmoments
takenprimarily fiommy time in West Japan (Osaka)within the space of two
years, 2014 to 2016.

RACE,NATION,AND DISASTER

Contemporary antidiscrimination activists deliberately frame hate speech
as a problem of “racism”‐‐in their own words, reishz'zimu and jinshu
sabetsu‐generally favoring this term over relatedcategories such asethnic‑
ity (mimoku) and human rights (jinken). This word choice, however, does
not necessarily mean that the concept of “racism” has beenwidely accepted
among broader Japanese publics. As Yuko Kawai (2015) points out, many
Japanese dismiss racism as a “Western” problem. Yet misunderstandings
about the meanings of race andracismare not limitedto the geographic con‑
text of Japan orEastAsia. Sincewidely rejectingscientific andphysiognomic
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typologies of race, evenwell-reputed critical race scholars have encountered
roadblocks in clearly delineating race from other forms of social categoriza‑
tion (Banton 1998). For instance, although “ethnicity” is often used inter‑
changeably with “race,” the former is often seenassolidifying the idea of the
nation‐throughmutual languages, ancestral histories, and cultural identities
(Fenton 1996;Banton 1998). In contrast, “race,” frequently situated in bodily
differences but very often not, functions to sharpen the lines of exclusion.At
the same time, ethnicity is embedded within anassimilatory framework that
reifies the privileges of the majority while stigmatizingdifferences as“a vol‑
untaristic normative identificationprocess, or asa form of culture” (Anthias
and Yuval‐Davis 1993: 4). Moreover, such beliefs often justify social, eco‑
nomic, andpolitical disparities betweengroups asshaped through “cultural”
differences rather than asinstituted through power relations.
Lookingmore closely at the rhetoric of hate speech, however, it becomes

evident that domestic anxieties about minorities are not limited to cases
where groups “fail” to integrate into Japanese society but the inverse takes
place.When organizations such asZaitokukai accuse antinuclear and antira‑
cismactivists that they arenot “real Japanese,” they arenot simply provoking
a debate about patriotism. These accusations, in fact, are often quite literal:
many ultranationalists apparently believing that post-3/ll movements are
composedof intrusive foreignerswho “pose” asJapanese. In otherwords, the
racial logic of ultranationalism is predicatedboth in the fear that minorities
blend in too well and in the belief that regardless of cultural performances,
certain groups remain fundamentally and immutably distinct from “real
Japanese.” Ironically,asKoichi Iwabuchi outlines in his discussion of “intro‑
verted jingoism,” ultranationalists are themselves resorting to clandestine
tactics while operating outside of established norms by engaging in highly
offensive behaviors asmembers of hate speech groups. Despite the attention
given to hate speech demonstrations occurring in physical spaces, the vast
majority of abuse and harassment occurs in digital spaces. Such contradic‑
tions point to the unevenstructures by whichmajority populations are able to
name threats to the nationwhile they remainanonymous.
While articulating the boundaries of the nation (Gilroy 2002), race also

serves to delimit the channels by which groups of people are able to access
political, social, and civil rights. Wendy Brown (2008: 62) points out that
citizenship operates asanuneven framework for assimilation, with minority
groups’ “racial distinctiveness” preventing their participation in anationthat
is imagined ashomogenous. Race, citizenship, and nation are inextricably
linked by being embedded within interwoven matrices of legal structures
and cultural production (Lowe 1997). In Japan, the population of Zainichi
Koreans includes groups that voluntarily migrated or were forced to migrate
to the country in the earlier part of the twentieth century while Korea was
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under colonial occupation.Despite the fact that Zainichi Koreans today were
born in Japan and have had family residing in the country since the early
twentieth century, they are not eligible for automatic birthright citizenship
because their ethnic origins relegate themto a “foreign” status (Weiner 2009;
Kashiwazaki 2013; Mom's-Suzuki 2015). This legal structure maintains the
ideological myth of Japanese as an ethnically homogenous monoculture,
despite the fact that Japan now has large racial/ethnic minority populations
living in its urban centers (Weiner 1989; Kibe 2006; Chapman 2007; Lie
2008; Weiner 2009). Contestations over race and citizenship rights can be
seenasamotivation,withultranationalistspredicatingmuchof their platform
on a misreading of structural privileges andmarginalization. In the case of
Zaitokukai, a hatred of unearned “privileges” granted to certain groups by
the state‐and the connected sin of identifyingasavictim for the purpose of
accessing public benefits‐enables the organization to target Victims from a
variety of groups, fromZainichi Koreansto survivors of the atomic bombings
of Hiroshima andNagasaki.
Racism is simultaneously durable and flexible, which is evident in its

strategic fluctuations alongside Japan’s emergence as a modern nation.
Followingthe Japan‐KoreaAnnexationTreaty in 1910,Koreans became citi‑
zens of the Empire of Japan. During this period of imperialism, Japan began
deploying the language of “imperialmultiethnicity” (Lie 2008), anideology
that rhetorically included colonized subjects into social membership, even
espousing aversion of pan-Asianracialization.The defeat of Japan in World
War 11ledto the supplantingof the framework of imperialmultiethnicitywith
“a counter-ideology of monoethnic Japan” (Lie2008).At that point, Japanese
academics appliedWestern typologies of race to distinguish ethnic Japanese
from minority groups through phenotypic markers, such as skin color and
bone structure, aswell ascultural markers, such as“personality, and cultural
products” (Kawai 2015: 28; see also Weiner 1995), constituting a form of
“cultural nationalism” (Yoshino 1992).
In the latter part of the twentieth century, labor shortages in Japan spurred

onan increase in foreign workers and the state began implementing broader
social efforts to promote ethnic diversity under the fiamework of what Eika
Tai (2004: 356) documents as a movement of “multicultural co-living”
(tabunka kyo‘sez').Parallelwith government campaigns, the visible reality that
many of these migrants had arrived from Southeast Asia, and, thus, differed
phenotypically and linguistically from ethnic Japanese, disrupted adominant
image of Japan asamonoethnic nation (Tai 2004). By correlation, areas with
large Korean populations began promoting Korean cultural activities and
education, such asart, lectures, music, and cuisine. Alongside these efforts,
Zainichi Koreans were encouraged to stop “passing” as Japanese and to
“assert their ethnic identifies” (Eika 2004: 356), a change attributable to the
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growing influence of universal human rights on Japanese society. Kiyotera
Tsutsui and Hwa Ji Shin (2008) point out that human rights discourses
enabled Koreans and other minorities to begin rethinking their rights and
their relationship to the state. They argue that within this shitting paradigm,
Koreans began to recognize discrimination as a violation of their human
rights rather than asevidence of their social inferiority.
Disasters have also been historically significant moments for alternately

reaffirming and challenging the boundaries of race, nation, and citizenship.
Zaitokukai’s extreme beliefs, for instance, are embedded within a long his‑
tory in which racial/ethnicminoritieshavebeentargetedasscapegoats during
disasters and other times of social unease. One of the most notable incidents
is that of the 1923 Kanto Earthquake,which occurred in the Tokyo area and
resulted in the deaths of between 100,000 and 140,000people (Ryang2003).
Among Japanese people, rumors spreadthat Koreanswere involvedin crimi~
nal activities after the earthquake, including poisoningwells and setting fire
to businesses. Groups of Japanese citizens rioted and killed approximately
6,000 Koreans in Tokyo and Kanagawa, a neighboring prefecture (Ryang
2003). Nearly a century later, such race-basedrumors continue to appear on
social media. In the hours after a 6.4 earthquake in the southern prefecture
of Kumamoto in April 2016, antiracists catalogueddozens of tweets by ultra‑
nationalists, once again painting Koreans asculprits behind disasters while
explicitly invokingmany of the same motifs used during the 1923 massacre.
For instance, one Twitter user warned: “Be careful of NorthKorean’s upris‑
ing in Kumamoto” (“Kumamoto de wa cho‘senjin no bo'do‘ ni ki wo tsukete
kudasaz”).
Along with these sorts of “natural” disasters, nuclear disaster has also

played an important role in entangling Japanese nationalism within the
events of World War I I , specifically the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Both state and civil actors capitalized on the suffering from the
atomic bombings to construct a new national identity built on the notion of
collective suflering, opposition to war, and peace. James Orr has famously
termed this narrative “victim ashero” (Lim2010: Orr 2001), which not only
served to distance the Japanese nation-state from its wartime imperialism
but also reinforcedmodalities of discrimination. This version of nationalism,
premised on Japanese people’s suffering, excluded the experiences of ethni‑
cally non-Japanesegroups. Manynon-Japanese individuals experiencedmul‑
tiple vectors of Victimization: Violence under Japanese imperialism, which
ofien included forced migration to Japan, exposure to the atomic bombings,
restrictedaccess to public welfare and other financial restitution, and finally,
exclusion from public commemoration of antinuclear events (Yoneyama
1999; Igarashi 2000; Orr 2001; Lim 2010). At the same time, the political
specter of the atomic bombings also reveals the persistent troubles around
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articulating nationalism since the postwar period. In particular, institutional
commemorations of Hiroshima as a city of worldwide peace alongside the
global circulations of cultural memory have transformed, if not unevenly, the
meanings of the atomic bombings fiom anational devastation to auniversal‑
izedtrauma.

Examining this longer history helps us to unpack some of the complexi‑
ties surrounding what Reiko Shindo (2014: 135) describes asa “widespread
call for uniting Japan as‘one”’ after 3/11. Disasters,nuclear in particular, are
events that encourage deep engagements with the meanings of what is Japan
andwho are legitimately Japanese, leadingto negotiations onwho belongs or
does not belong to the nation. On one hand, ultranationalists seek to shrink
and solidify boundaries of who belongs to the nation, stoking many of the
same fearful emotions that were usedto justify violence against minorities in
the aftermath of disasters. Antinuclear and antiracism activists, on the other
hand,are working against thesenarratives.Yet within these processes of reim‑
agination, activists also seem to be capitalizing on the symbolism of disaster
asa collective struggle to remake Japan asamulticultural nation‐culturally
diverse, yet united through shared Visions and affective entanglements. The
reliance onthis symbolic paradigm offers newpossibilities for creatingpoliti‑
cal spaces, yet also leaves unresolved the accompanying contradictions of
reconstructing anationwithout reckoningwith its past.

GOING HOME

The perimeter around Tsuruhashi Station is a pulsing maze of narrow
alleys, contiguous stands crowded and laid out with kimchi, fresh fish, and
dried foods. It is December 2014, the evening of an end-of-the‐year party
(bo‘nenkaz) for members of the antiracism counter movement based in West
Japan. The party has not yet started. Instead, I am following Masa, a tall
man topped off with a gray fedora whom I have met just minutes earlier.
Havingbeen asked by a mutual friend to help me,he is sharing his umbrella
while hurriedly leading me toward a counterprotest. Several Zaitokukai
members have arrived in the ethnic Korean neighborhood of Tsuruhashi
and are attempting to stage a hate speech demonstration. Although the party
had been announced several weeks ago, C.R.A.C. West, the satellite of the
nationwide antiracism group based in Osaka, Kyoto, and Kobe,had tweeted
just a few days prior about a change in plans. Eating and drinking would
happen as originally planned, but not before facing ofi‘ against hate speech
demonstrators.

“That hate bastard Kawahigashi has updated the schedule. On the
exact day of our end of the year party in Tsuruhashi, right?” The tweet
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is sent days earlier and repeated the day before. It contains a link to the
calendar page of Team Kansai Sakura, the outpost of Zaitokukai for West
Japan, as well as an event flyer for the bonenkaz‘. Featured in this flyer is
a photo from a hate speech demonstration earlier in the month in Kyoto,
capturing the counterracism activists standing atop a bridge after they
had successfully chased Zaitokukai out of the downtown area of Gion.
Against abackground of a blue sky, empty except for ablazingwhite sun,
the thirty antiracism activists are dark silhouettes. Seemingly standing
guard yet with a slight punk-like slouch, the activists look proud, if not
intimidating. The tweet ends with ahashtag, #12/28TsuruhashiPeace (#12/
ZSBuruhashiAnnei).
Masa does not talk much, instead frequently glancing at his phone for

updates. We have emerged onto a hazy back street behind the station when
suddenly apolice squad appears, seemingly out of nowhere. The officers run
past us, their silver rainponchos reflective under the street lamps.Wefollow
suit, reenteringthe train stationWhere weendupnear the turnstiles, crammed
into asmall space in front of amobile phone shop. The police are attempting
to wrestle apart somehate speechdemonstrators andantiracismcounter activ‑
ists as the surrounding crowd cheers on repeatedly and in unison, “Kaero!
Kaeré!” (“Go home! Gohomel”)
When antiracism activists demand that hate speech demonstrators, “go

home,” they are at once invertingthewords of hate speech andrearticulating
the meanings of home in Japan. Zaitokukai frequently deploy the language
of “home” in speech and in signs: “chosenjin kaere!” (“Go home, North
Koreans!”). Yet Tsuruhashi and other neighborhoods targeted by Zaitokukai
are oftenthe literalhomes for Zainichi Koreanandother minorities whohave
formed communities in these spaces over generations. There is, in fact, some
overlap between residents of the neighborhood and antiracism protestors.
Unlike many other cities (including Tokyo), antiracism protestors involved
with C.R.A.C. West are roughly half split between Zainichi Koreans and
ethnic Japanese.
The counterprotestors continue to give chase through the streets. The

crowd knots together in front of a building with a set of brick stairs. We
continue running down the block. The more daring protestors cross into
traffic and are immediately pushed back by police ofiicers. The other half
is following from the sidewalk. A group of boys passingby onbicycles, all
looking to be under the age of eleven and with gazes entranced, seem to be
relishing the commotion.An hour from our start, counterdemonstrators have
successfully cornered the Zaitokukai members up ahill several blocks away
from the station. At the point, the crowd unknotted, I can see that there are
only three Zaitokukai demonstrators. The three Zaitokukai members give up
and indeed,gohome.
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It is nowtime for the party, and forty activists climb the stairs to asecond‑
floor‐level room in aKoreanrestaurant that has been reserved for the group.
It is a typical setup for a Japanese drinking party, a tatami room Sparsely
decorated with long and low wooden tables. The room is brightly lit. I sit
down randomly and endupnext to amember of Japan’s UpperHouse, acel‑
ebrated guest who has come down fromTokyo for the occasion. To my right
is asecond-year senior high school student. Her father has broughther to the
demonstration but he is now seated a few places over from us, at one of the
nearby “smoker’s table.”
As the night progresses over several courses, over passed dishes likekim‑

chi and kalbi, more direct reference to the movement’s work permeates the
social space of the room, through songs and other forms of play.At atable at
the opposite side of the room, a woman with glasses and a chin‐length bob
leads aroundof antiracism calls, adopting the familiar syncopated rhythmof
protests. “Reishizz'mu/hantai!” (“We oppose racisml”), she yells, imperson‑
ating a deep, masculine voice. Later, she and another woman emerge from
the doorway to the room, dressed in apink hanbok (a traditional dress from
Korea). They are greeted with rousing cheers. A self-proclaimed rapper and
the woman next to himperform lyrics from a new song about hate speech.
Afterward, he pulls up his phone to show us the Amazon page where his
album is for sale.
At the end of the evening, one of the party organizers announces a

generous omiyage (souvenir) from the restaurant: kimchi, tied up in small
plastic bags. The activists, who havejust finished a round of protest-style
cheers in celebrationof the neighborhood, “Tsuruhashi/Anyo! Ikuruhashi/
Anya!” are overjoyed. Here, they mix Japanese and Korean, reference
the name of the neighborhood with Anyo, the casual form of “hello” in
Korean. Again, they play with the familiar patterns of protest calls, this
time riffing on the topic of kimchi‐“Kimichi wo/omzyage! Kimchz’ wo/
omiyage!” Next to the stairs is an area set up with a large banner and
colorfulmarkers.As attendees leave the party, the organizers ask people to
write words of support, encouragement, and congratulations on the barmer
for the Zainichi Korean students who have just won their lawsuit against
Zaitokukai.
Pushing back against ultranationalist attempted encroachments, activists

reclaim the meanings of home, and arguably nation, in part through legiti‑
mating ethnic ties to neighborhoods such asTsuruhashi. Here, affect plays a
critical rolenot only in solidifyingZainichi Koreanactivists’ affinities to their
homebut also in producingasense of welcome for allies.Through food, cos‑
play, and song, activists can experience pleasure and social connection while
performing the difficult labor of defending “home.”
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THE BURDENS OF PROTECTION

Despite the evening’s optimistic vision of amulticultural community brought
together and enlivened by its collective struggle, I come to learnof the com‑
plexity of these social connections. In the spring of 2016, I am in a café in
downtownOsakawithKaoru, afreelance events designer. Kaoruis a tall man
in his forties, whose signature black beret seems to pay homage to revolu‑
tionary Marxist Che Guevera.He is awell-knownfigure withinWest Japan’s
antiracism movement and had also been a staff member of the antinuclear
Twitter protest in Osaka until it ultimately disbanded at the end of 2015.
In the café, there is loudly playing American music, Fleetwood Mac, a

stark contrast to our quiet, sober conversation. “Your body doesn’t feel good
the next day,” Kaorusays. He is talking about the physical consequences of
counterprotestingathate speechdemonstrations.There is stress (sutoresu)‐a
wordhe repeats a lot ‐andphysical damage incurredfrom shoutingat the top
of one’s lungs, from going to face-to‐face against racists. His face is weary.
Counterdemonstrations, which fiom the outside seem high energy, even
exciting, are draining. “Tanoshz'ku nai,” he adds (“It’s not fun”).
Still, Kaoru has trouble putting into words how much more stressful the

labor of protesting might be for his Zainichi Korean peers. Kaoru is ethnic
Japanese. While he does not use the word privilege (tokken) explicitly, he is
resolute that his experience of hate Speech as a Japanese person is far less
burdensome than that encounteredbyminorities‐the actual targets of abuse.
Forhim,it is alesserharm.I askhimif hisZainichiKoreansfriendshaveever
sharedthese feelings directly.Howdo they describe their experiences?Ohno,
hesays.Theywouldnever complain.Voicingtheir injuriesdirectlywouldcre‑
ate the unwantedburdenof having other people worry on their behalf.
The complex negotiations of connection, obligation, and responsibility

underwriting the antiracism movement shape not only the community asa
social space but also their politics. The celebratory ethos encapsulated in the
previous year’s bo‘nenkar‘ is, if not rare, elusive.Protestors are not all friends,
despite their appearance of coming together as a group. The use of pseudo‑
nyms and large-scale social media not only provide a necessary method for
individuals who want to protect their identity but also create social barriers.
It is common for activists to not know one another by face or by their real
names. Nor do activists easily refer to themselves as“members” of a group.
Instead,activists aremotivatedlessby asense of connectionthroughconcrete
relations andmore by anabstract sense of community.As is the case of many
protesters, the size of this community seemingly extends beyond the scale
of the group and attaches more broadly to the movement at large, even the
nation.
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What binds together this abstract community, moreover, is less an experi‑
ence of friendship andmore asense of duty and obligation‐to provide help
andprotection for others without being asked directly andwithout asking for
credit or recognition in return. Like many other antiracism activists, in fact,
Kaoru denies that he is an official “member” of C.R.A.C. Consistent with
a narrative repeated by multiple activists, he suggests that membership is
secondary to his labor. His role,he explains, is to serve as aprotector (kez'bz').
What does it mean to be keibi? Kaoru points to a napkin in front of him

on the table. Usinghis finger, he traces arectangle that is meant to represent
the perimeter of a demonstration. He andhis friends all use LINE, apopular
social networking application where they are “on call.” They are expected
by fellow antiracism activists to show up at events where younger activists
will be gathered and where they will likely be vulnerable to Zaitokukai and
other ultranationalist organizations. At the center of Kaoru’s illustration are
teenaged and college-aged protestors. At the perimeter are Kaoru and his
friends, there to block Zaitokukai and other suspicious people from entering.
The students themselves are not alerted to this protection, though it remains
contested asto what extent they are already aware.
Similar to activists’ claims that they are the true government, the logic

of protection finds its basis in a critique of the state. The word keibi itself,
rather than connoting acommonplace understandingof protecting (mamoru),
carries avalence of authority. It is more typically associatedwith the official
work of the police,military, and other personnel of the state. Fittingly,Kaoru
and other antiracism protestors criticize police for not only permitting hate
speech demonstrators but also being inefi‘ective in preventing abuse andvio‑
lence against victims. They are frustratedwith policingpractices that seemto
favor protecting ultranationalists over society’s most vulnerable populations
and suspicious of state involvements in authorizing these abuses. Kaoru and
his peers, thus, assume their right to delineate the true meaning of peace
(mum) andpublic order (chian). They carry this out by merging the work of
resistance and protection.
Yet it is the very attempts to subvert this order that exacerbates the afiec‑

tive load shouldered by activists like Kaoru while also producing feelings
of isolation. His labor asa protector is not merely in opposition to groups
like Zaitokukai but against the state itself. Such activities carry the likeli‑
hoodof surveillance, if not also aproximity to social andfinancial precarity.
Activists voice their anxieties that their participation in social movements
and in activities deemed as“illegitimate” by the mainstreammight result in
a loss of employment, disrupt their family relationships, and diminish their
social standing. Ultimately, such fractures raise acritical question: How is it
possible for a self-governing nation that is not recognized by the state and
perceivedasthreatening to survive?
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CONCLUSION

How is living together reimagined in the aftermath of disaster? More than
six years later, Japanhas yet to fully recover from the material,political, and
social impacts of March 11,2011. Lackingresolution, the political landscape
of post-3/11has been one driven by uncertainty and anger. It has also been
driven by the urgent necessity of hope. As large groups of people having
become disenchanted with a state that appears unresponsive to their needs,
activists have taken up the helm to present a new alternative for governing
the nation. In doing so, they have also raised questions about the shape and
makeup of the nation itself.
The backdrop to this is an extended history wherein racial politics have

inflectedthe interpretations of disasters themselves as“events” aswell asthe
political and social projects of post-disaster rebuilding. In View of the nation,
many of the ideologies underwriting these reconstructions have been prob‑
lematic, exacerbating existing structures of social exclusion and discrimina‑
tion. As with the case of the 1923 Kanto Earthquake as well as with hate
speech,disastershaveoftenbeenentwinedwith the resurgenceof violent and
oppressive manifestations of nationalism. Disaster‐a moment immediately
awakening a sleeping populace‐is loaded, powerful enough to inspire love
or, alternately, hate.
The affects underwriting post‐disaster social movements extend, moreo‑

ver, beyond the emotional categories of love and hate. Rather, it is the non‑
representational matter of affect that organizes the social entanglements of
collective action. Even food‐which can become restrictive and punishing
for citizens worried about radiationpoisoning‐canbein other contexts cel‑
ebratory and solidifying. These affective negotiations do not simply “color”
social movements in a broad sense, but permeate the politics through which
activists conceptualize the very shape and structure of social belonging and,
by extension, the nation.
In focusing on the theme of “living together,” I have suggested that affec‑

tive transactions form the basis of the new community that activists have
been assembling in since 3/11. Namely, that this new wave of activists have
recenteredthe terms of politicalmembership to bebased in afi‘ective circula‑
tions of obligation,mutualprotection,and struggle‐whichnot only includes
the disaster but also refers to the temporality of protests themselves‐as a
collective experience. In particular, metaphors of protectionhave formed an
overarchingnarrative connecting the antinuclear movement to antiracism.As
antinuclear politics inspire calls to protect life and the future, it has become
clearer to manyactivists that suchbenefitshavealready beendenied for many
marginalized and vulnerable groups. At the same time, despite the focus of
this discussion on antiracismprotesting spaces, this attention to the lives of
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racial/ethnic and social minorities remains marginal both within Japanese
society at large andwithin the “hydrangea revolution” more specifically.
Finally,the questionremains astowhether the remakingof the nation,even

multicultural, is possible for securing equality and social rights when it is
attemptedoutside the rubricsof the state.This uncertainty isparticularly salient
giventhe political impasse of biopolitics and the state. That is, that the protec‑
tion of life is always ordered according to existing structural hierarchies at the
same time that modes of resistance, which might supply alternative modes of
protection,are deemedas“illegitimate” andpunished. Suchissues are not lim‑
ited to the topography of Japan, nor to the time of disaster. The work to recast
thenationasanew“home” for bothhistorically excludedgroups andthe aban‑
donedmajority alike needs and relies on a politics that is not only more than
simply “pm-figurative” but also locatedwithin aserious reckoningof the past.
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